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MULT IPLEX CONTROL 
DIMMER PACKS 

MULT IPLEX 
INTER FACE UNITS 

n range of interface unrts which 
t:..iJ convert the multiplex output of the 
new MX Control Range, M24, M24FX, 
Lightboarc M, Gemini 2+ and Galaxy 
memory control systems into analogue 
signals. 

AN 
INTR ODUCTION 
TO MULTIPLEXING 
rrl ultiplexed control is a tenn 
utJ frequently encountered in the 
technical literature of stage lighting 
equipment, including this catalogue. 
The following summary may be a 
helpful layman's guide to the subject 

FAX: 081-568 2103 

CONTROLS AND DIMMERS SECTION I 
PORTABLE DIMMER PACKS & MULTIPLEXING 

ACT 6 ISA MULTIPLEX ACT 6 I 6A CEE17 
6 x I OA dimmer pack for MULTIPLEX 
220/240V single phase and 6 x I OA dimmer pack for 
neutral plus earth supply, 220/240V three phase ( or 
with local switch and master single phase) neutral and 
fader control, multiplex earth supply, with local 
input/output connectors and switch and master fader 
channel selector switch, and control, multiplex 
a single I SA socket for each input/output connectors and 
dimmer output l 04 045 os ! channel selector switch, and 

a single I 6A CEE 17 socket 
for each dimmer output 

!o4 041 so l 

24 CHANNEL F&D MULTIPLEX 
DEMULTIPLEXER INTERFACES 
This new economy 24 channel Fader & Dimmer 
demult iplexer penmits interface unit for use with 
control of 24 analogue systems in which a manual 
dimmers. A second box can control desk is included 
be connected for control of and/or dimmers which have 
a total of 48 dimmers. a non-standarc control input 
The 24 channel voltage are used. 
demultiplexer is designed to 
produce the Strand standarc 24 channel F&D interface to 

- I OV control voltage, but the connect to T empus dimmer 

unit can be converted to racks and control desks 

produce +5, + I 0, + 12, -5 or 10371009! 
-12 volt Each demultiplex 24 channel F&D interface 
box is provided with mains with T empus type 
and 0.5 metre daisy chain connectors, but adapted for 
data cables. systems with - I 5V control 

voltage 103 714 001 
24 channel demultiplexer, 
24 dimmers 104 601 001 

WHAT ISIT? 
Multiplexing is a widely-used technique which allows large 
numbers of electrical signals to be transmitted along a single 
wire in sequence. In lighting control, this technique is applied 
to control levels for dimmers . Signals representing different 
dimmer levels can be transmitted one after the other 
hundreds of times a second along the same wire. 

WHAT'S THE ADVANTAGE ? 
In traditional or analogue lighting control systems, each 
channel is connected directly to its dimmer by its own 
dedicated wire. The larger the number of dimmers, the 
more wires are required, With multiplexing, no matter how 
many dimmers there are, connection is made to all of them 
using only one control wire. So costs are saved with 
complex systems. 

WHY IS IT NECESSARY? 
Because of new technology, systems are now much larger 
than they used to be - several hundred dimmers may be 
controlled from one source. Also, for operational reasons, 
controls are now frequently operated remotely from 
dimmers which are located in an electrical equipment room 
convenient for incoming power. Wiring up by conventional 
means can result in expensive and unwieldy installations. 

HOW DOES IT WORK ? 
Control channels and the desk electronics generate low 
voltage multiplexed signals which detenmine the dimmer 
levels and so the brightness of the light The levels for 
each dimmer are transmitted in tum along the control wire. 
At the dimmers, a demultiplexer decodes the signals and 
routes the correct control to each dimmer in tum. The 
rapid retransmission of the dimmer signals ensures that 
lighting levels keep up with changes as they are required, as 
for a fade, or when a channel potentiometer is moved. 
Between signals, the demultiplexer holds the levels so there 
is no drifting. 

WHERE DOES IT APPLY TO STRAND CONTROLS ? 
With the exception of the very simple ACT and Tempus 
2G desks, all of Strand's controls utilise multiplex technology 
for efficiency and installation cost benefits. Penmus dimmer 

FOR SERVICE REPAIRS CONTACT EXT. 521 

ACT6SCHUKO 
MULTIPLEX 
6 x I OA dimmer pack for 
220/240V three phase, and 
neutral plus earth supply, 
with local switch and master 
fader control, multiplex 
input/output connectors and 
channel selector switch, and 
a single Schuko socket for 
each dimmer output 

[-04~ 

24 channel F&D interface 
with D type connectors for 
dimmers and control with 
- I OV control voltage. 
D type connectors and 
control cables are not 
included 103 711 04! 

24 channel F&D interface 
with D type connectors for 
dimmers and control with 
+ I OV control voltage. 
D type connectors and 
control cables are not 
included 10371305! 

24 channel F&D interface 
with D type connectors for 
dimmers and controls with 
-1 SV contro l voltage. 
D type connectors and 
control cables are not 
included 103715 001 

ACT 6 MULTIPLEX 
CONVERSION KIT 
(to adapt analogue packs) 

104 032 111 

Accessories 
For standard analogue 
control of packs refer to the 
Act and T empus range of 
manual fader desks. For 
multiplex control, see the 
new MX Control Range, 
M24, M24FX, Lightboarc M, 
Gemini 2+ or Galaxy 
memory controls 

PERM US 
DEMULTIPLEX UNIT 
24 channel chassis-mounted 
interface unit for installation 
using multiplexed controls 
and Penmus dimmers. 
Although the unit is designed 
to mount inside a Penmus 
dimmer rack, it is also 
suitable for other dimmers 
using the Strand standarc 
- I OV control voltage. A kit of 
parts comprises demultiplex 
interface, mains supply cable, 
dimmer control cables and 
instruction leaflet 

24 channel Penmus 
Demu ltiplex Kit I 06 020 OO! 

racks accept either analogue or muitiplexed control signals 
for compatibility with Strand multiplexed controls or the 
analogue controls of other manufacturers. Separate 
demultiplexers are available to penmit use of Strand 
consoles with older, analogue dimmers. 

WHAT IS MEANT BY A DIMMER PROTOCOL? 
Most manufacturers now use a multiplexed signal between 
their larger control systems and dimmers, but the number 
of dimmers. speed of transmission, type of connectors and 
decoding required by the dimmers vary depending on the 
manufacturer. Although the principles of multiplexing remain 
the same, these variations in the communications between 
control and dimmer are referred to as the 'communications 
protocol' used by each system. 

Recently, there have been attempts to standarcise the 
communications protocol used in the lighting industry to 
allow equipment from a variety of manufacturers to be used 
together. In 1986. the United States lnstititute for Theatre 
Technology adopted two standards known as AMX 192 and 
DMX5 I 2, which were in common use in the States, and 
have subsequently become worldwide standards. 

These two protocols however, are subject to limitations 
which make them inappropriate for lighting applications now 
becoming more common, such as control of automated 
lighting and the ability of the new EC90 dimmers to infonm 
the lighting control system of faults in the lighting circuit. 

THE NEXT STEP IN MULTIPLEXING: SMX 
In response to on going development in these and other 
areas, Strand has developed a new multiplexed protocol 
called SMX which attempts to address the limitations of 
previous protocols. Its major features include faster 
operation, the ability to check for errors in transmitted 
infonmation, bi-directional communication and expandability. 
It has been designed specifically to handle the more 
complex lighting systems being incorporated in professional 
venues while remaining compatible with DMX5 I 2. For 
those requiring more 1nfonmation, full techn ical specifications 
are available from Strand Lighting. 

081-560 3171 


